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Today’s Intention
○ We are going to dive into the research around work-related stress to 

learn about how it affects mental health, and apply some ideas from 
our industry toward improving working conditions for our 
co-workers, and for ourselves.
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What do we mean by mental health?
● A focus on work-related mental health
● Generally, stress leads to…

○ Anxiety
○ Mood

■ Depression
○ Burnout
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A snapshot

Source: APA’s 2016 Work and Well-Being Survey
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The recipe for stress

Source: CSHS 
https://humanstress.ca/stress/understand-your-stress/sources-of-stress/
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Common factors for burnout
● Work overload: job demands exceed human limits.
● Lack of control: inability to influence decisions that affect your job.
● Insufficient rewards: Insufficient financial, institutional, or social rewards.
● Breakdown of community: unsupportive workplace environment.
● Absence of fairness: lack of fairness in decision-making processes.
● Value conflicts: mismatch in organizational values and the individual's 

values.

Source: Maslach, C., & Leiter, M. P. (1997). The truth about burnout: How organizations 
cause personal stress and what to do about it. San Francisco, CA, US: Jossey-Bass.
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The effect of work-related stress
Burnout leads to:

■ Exhaustion
■ Cynicism
■ Ineffectiveness

“Personal wellbeing significantly predicted not only contemporaneous 
employee performance, but also subsequent supervisory performance ratings 
several years in the future.”

Source: Wright, Thomas & Cropanzano, Russell. (2004). The Role of Psychological Well-Being in Job 
Performance: A Fresh Look at an Age-Old Quest. Organizational Dynamics. 33. 338-351.



How we normally talk about destressing

● Vacation
● Mindfulness
● Meditation
● Exercise
● Controlled breathing
● Sleep better
● Therapy



(Also, listening to Beyonce)



(And pets)



But there’s more to the story
“Many workplaces have opted for attempting to enhance their workers’ 
resilience rather than modifying risk factors.”

Research shows that situational and organizational factors play more of a 
role in the workplace than individual ones, but we focus on the individual 
because of our ideas of individual causality and responsibility, in addition to 
the assumption that it is easier and cheaper to change people rather than 
organizations.

Source: Leka, Stavroula & Jain, Aditya. (2017). Mental Health in the Workplace in Europe

Source: Maslach, C. and Goldberg, J. (1998) Prevention of Burnout New Perspectives. 
Applied and Preventive Psychology, 7, 63-74



Source: Harvey SB, et al. Occup Environ Med 2017;0:1–10.
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Emotional contagion

Source: Sy, Thomas & Côté, Stéphane & Saavedra, Richard. (2005). The Contagious Leader: Impact of the Leader's Mood on the 
Mood of Group Members, Group Affective Tone, and Group Processes. The Journal of applied psychology. 90. 295-305.



Emotional contagion

Source: Venkatraman, Vijayalakshmi. (2007). Emotional Contagion and Team effectiveness: A Conceptual Model. International 
Journal of Management Practices and Contemporary Thought.



SRE techniques
This is a thought exercise. How can we make this model more relatable?



How can we then think about our monitoring?

How often do you get polled for your feedback?



Are there four golden signals around wellbeing?
SRE:

● Latency
● Saturation
● Traffic
● Error



Are there four golden signals around wellbeing?
SRE:

● Latency
● Saturation
● Traffic
● Errors

Burnout:

● Cynicism
● Emotional exhaustion 
● Chronic negative responses
● Ineffectiveness



What would SLIs and SLOs look like?
What are your indicators? 

Maybe we look at job satisfaction. 



Source: Harvey SB, et al. Occup Environ Med 2017;0:1–10.



What specifically makes SRE tougher?



What specifically makes SRE tougher?

How about toil?



What specifically affects SRE?

Source: “How Bad Is Your Toil?: Measuring the Human Impact of Process” 
https://www.usenix.org/conference/lisa18/presentation/andersen



What specifically affects SRE?

Source: “How Bad Is Your Toil?: Measuring the Human Impact of Process” 
https://www.usenix.org/conference/lisa18/presentation/andersen



What specifically affects SRE?

What about on-call and incident response?



Source: “Your System Has Recovered from an Incident, but Have Your Developers?” 
https://www.usenix.org/node/218910



The recipe for stress

Source: CSHS 
https://humanstress.ca/stress/understand-your-stress/sources-of-stress/



A potential technique
Use an elimination approach, asking which ingredients apply to their stress. 
Then, write out how the incident response related to the ingredient.
Was the incident novel? If it was, how was it novel? And 
how could we have made it not new?

For example, game days could make incidents not feel new.

Was the incident unpredictable? If it was, how was it 
unpredictable? And how could we have made it predictable?

Did you feel like you had little or no control over the 
incident? If yes, when did you feel especially little control, 
and how could we have given you more sense of control?

Did you feel like others might judge you negatively during 
the incident?  If yes, when did you feel especially 
vulnerable, and how could we have given you more sense of 
safety?



Hero syndrome

Multiple studies have found people who are less likely to discuss their 
emotional state are more emotionally contagious.

Sources: https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/
managing-emotions-in-the-workplace-do-positive-and-negative-attitudes-drive-performance/

https://www.mckendree.edu/academics/scholars/englert-issue-25.pdf
http://web.media.mit.edu/~tod/media/pdfs/EmotionalContagion.pdf

https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/managing-emotions-in-the-workplace-do-positive-and-negative-attitudes-drive-performance/
https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/managing-emotions-in-the-workplace-do-positive-and-negative-attitudes-drive-performance/
https://www.mckendree.edu/academics/scholars/englert-issue-25.pdf


Why this all matters

We can’t do it all, but at least we can start knowing what we’re looking for.



Let’s not forget that this goes both ways

We should also be looking at happiness, positive well-being, and job 
satisfaction.



This is my goodbye slide

Your well-being and mental health matter. 

We can figure out how to intentionally create positive effects.

Let’s build systems that include humans.



Thank you!
Say hello: jaime@incidentlabs.io

For more Beyonce and Taco: @jaimewoo


